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A MODIFIED MORREY-KOHN-HO¨RMANDER IDENTITY AND
APPLICATIONS TO THE B-PROBLEM
DEBRAJ CHAKRABARTI AND PHILLIP S. HARRINGTON
Abstract. We prove a modified form of the classical Morrey-Kohn-Ho¨rmander identity,
adapted to pseudoconcave boundaries. Applying this result to an annulus between two
bounded pseudoconvex domains in Cn, where the inner domain has C1,1 boundary, we
show that the L2 Dolbeault cohomology group in bidegree pp, qq vanishes if 1 ď q ď n´2
and is Hausdorff and infinite-dimensional if q “ n ´ 1, so that the Cauchy-Riemann
operator has closed range in each bidegree. As a dual result, we prove that the Cauchy-
Riemann operator is solvable in the L2 Sobolev space W 1 on any pseudoconvex domain
with C1,1 boundary. We also generalize our results to annuli between domains which are
weakly q-convex in the sense of Ho for appropriate values of q.
1. Introduction
In the theory of holomorphic functions of several variables, pseudoconvex domains play
a central role, since they are precisely the domains of holomorphy: on a pseudoconvex
domain (open connected set) Ω Ă Cn, there is a holomorphic function which cannot be
extended past each boundary point of Ω, even locally. One of several possible definitions
of pseudoconvexity of Ω is that Ω admits a strictly plurisubharmonic exhaustion function.
From the early days of the theory, it has also been clear that some of the nice properties
of pseudoconvex domains extend to non-pseudoconvex domains satisfying weaker convex-
ity conditions (cf. [1]). The classical approach to the existence and finiteness theorems
through patching of local results using sheaves was soon supplemented by powerful meth-
ods based on L2-estimates on the B- and B-Neumann problems ([20, 17, 2]). Ho¨rmander
in [17] showed that the Cauchy-Riemann operator is solvable in L2p,qpΩq for all 0 ď p ď n
and 1 ď q ď n provided Ω is pseudoconvex and bounded. Significantly, Ho¨rmander’s
results require no boundary smoothness for Ω. Estimates and existence results were also
obtained in non-pseudoconvex domains satisfying appropriate convexity conditions on the
Levi form of the boundary or on exhaustion functions, such as the conditions variously
called aq, Aq, or Zpqq (see [11, 17]), weak Zpqq (see [15]), or weak q-convexity (see [16]).
Given the centrality of L2-methods in modern complex analysis, it is of great interest to
try to extend them to a wider classes of domains, with the fewest regularity assumptions
on the boundary and the widest range of admissible convexity conditions on the domain
possible.
An interesting class of non-pseudoconvex domains is that of annuli. By an annulus we
mean a domain Ω in Cn of the form Ω “ Ω1zΩ2, where Ω1 is a bounded domain in Cn
and Ω2 is an open subset (not necessarily connected) in C
n such that Ω2 Ť Ω1, i.e., Ω2 is
relatively compact in Ω1. We will refer to Ω1 as the envelope of the annulus Ω and Ω2 as
the hole. When n ě 3, and both the envelope and hole are strongly pseudoconvex with
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smooth boundary, the annulus satisfies condition Zpqq for 1 ď q ď n´ 2 and therefore we
have subelliptic estimates for the B-Neumann problem [11]. For pseudoconvex envelope
and hole with smooth boundaries, the problem was studied by Shaw in [24], where she
showed that the B-operator has closed range in L2p,qpΩq for all 0 ď p ď n and 1 ď q ď n´2.
In [19], Ho¨rmander examined carefully the special case where the hole and the envelope are
concentric balls, and showed that for 1 ď q ď n´ 2 the range of the B-operator coincides
with the B-closed forms in L2p,qpΩq, but for q “ n ´ 1, there is an infinite dimensional
cohomology group, which forms the obstruction to the solvability of the B-problem. In
[25], Shaw showed that the same statements hold in general annuli with smoothly bounded
pseudoconvex hole and envelope. In [5], the first author, together with Laurent-Thie´baut
and Shaw, proved that the Cauchy-Riemann operator has closed range in L2
0,1pΩq on a
class of annuli Ω in which the hole has only Lipschitz regularity.
Ho¨rmander’s argument on pseudoconvex domains requires no boundary smoothness
because pseudoconvex domains can be exhausted by smoothly bounded pseudoconvex
domains, and the closed range estimates on each domain in the exhaustion have uniform
constants. In contrast, Shaw’s proof seems to require a boundary of at least class C3, since
a key computation ([24, equation (3.18)]) involves commuting the adjoint of a tangential
derivative with another derivative. In [14], the second author and Raich consider a more
general class of non-pseudoconvex domains and find that in such cases a C4 boundary may
be required.
In this paper, we study function theory on annuli using an alternative approach differ-
ent from those in [24, 19, 5] but somewhat related to the one in [23]. Our main tool is
a connection between W 1 estimates on the hole and L2-estimates on the annulus, which
is reminiscent of Alexander duality in topology. Alexander duality relates the Cˇech coho-
mology of a compact subset A of the sphere or Euclidean space with the homology groups
(or cohomology groups, via Poincare´ duality) of the complement of A (see, e.g., [3, pp.
352–353]). In order to use this technique, we need to establish existence and estimates
for the B-operator on an annulus, where we must use mixed boundary conditions for the
B-operator. While this problem was studied in [23] assumingW 1 estimates in the hole, we
first establish the required estimates directly on an annulus with C2-smooth hole, and use
the estimate on the annulus to obtain the W 1-estimates on the hole, at which point an
exhaustion argument allows us to deal with C1,1-smooth holes. This brings us to the main
innovation of this paper: we carry out a careful computation of the error terms that arise
when computing closed range estimates with a canonical defining function (the signed dis-
tance function) to show that the third derivatives of the defining function which arise will
ultimately cancel each other. In our basic identity for the inner boundary of the annulus
(Theorem 2.6), we find that the only significant error term is a curvature term η (defined
in (2.7)) depending entirely on second derivatives of the signed distance function. As a
consequence, we are not only able to prove solvability of the B-problem for annuli with
holes that are only C1,1-smooth, but in principle estimate the constant in the L2-estimate
on the annulus, a problem which most likely cannot be handled by the method of [24].
It should be noted that special cases of the connection betweenW 1-estimates on the hole
and L2-estimates on the annulus have been studied before. In these cases, the relation
between the L2-estimates and W 1-estimates is established in particular degrees using
Hartogs phenomenon (see, e.g., [22, Proposition 4.7]). In [5], such a relation was used to
obtainW 1-estimates for the B-problem on the polydisc in Cn in degree p0, n´1q . However,
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this technique based on Hartogs phenomenon cannot be used to obtain estimates in any
other degree.
Most of the results of this paper have generalizations to domains in Stein manifolds.
Given a Stein manifold M , we have a strictly plurisubharmonic exhaustion function ϕ
which can be used to generate a Ka¨hler form ω “ iBB¯ϕ. The methods of proof in this
paper can be adapted to this case using the given weight function ϕ in place of |z|2. See
[15] for details. As demonstrated in [15], this extra flexibility can be helpful when dealing
with hypotheses such as ours that depend on the choice of metric, since even in Cn there
may be examples in which our hypotheses fail under the Euclidean metric but are satisfied
for a different Ka¨hler metric. We choose to present them in the setting of Cn for simplicity.
1.1. Acknowledgements. We thank Peter Ebenfelt and La´szlo´ Lempert for their valu-
able comments.
2. Preliminaries and Statement of Results
2.1. Weakly q-convex Domains. Our results will be stated in terms of weakly q-convex
domains, a class of domains introduced by Ho in [16], where he observed that many of
Ho¨rmander’s arguments in [17] and Shaw’s arguments in [24] would follow for domains
which were not necessarily pseudoconvex. For a domain D Ť Cn, and for a fixed 1 ď
q ď n ´ 1, Ho defined D to be weakly q-convex if at any boundary point the sum of any
q eigenvalues of the Levi-form is positive (technically this is an equivalent formulation
proven in [16, Lemma 2.2]). We will adapt Ho’s definition to non-smooth domains, as
follows. Recall that the signed distance function ρ of an open set D Ă Cn is the function
ρpzq “
#
distpz, bDq outside D
´ distpz, bDq inside D. (2.1)
Definition 2.1. For D Ă Cn open and 1 ď q ď n, we say that a continuous func-
tion ϕ : D Ñ R is q-subharmonic on D if ϕ satisfies the sub-mean value property
on any q-dimensional polydisc in D. By the last statement we mean the following: if
Pqp0, rq “ Bp0, rq ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆBp0, rq Ă Cq is a q-dimensional polydisc and ψ : Pqp0, rq Ñ D is
a holomorphic isometry, i.e., a mapping of the form ψpzq “ Uz ` b where U is an n ˆ q
matrix such that U˚U is the identity on Cq, and b P Cn, then
ϕpψp0qq ď 1p2πqq
ż
2π
0
. . .
ż
2π
0
ϕpψpreiθ1 , . . . , reiθqqqdθ1 . . . dθq.
For an open set D Ă Cn and 1 ď q ď n ´ 1, we say that D is weakly q-convex if there
exists a constant C ą 0 and a neighborhood U of bD such that ´ logp´ρq ` C|z|2 is
q-subharmonic on U XD, where ρ is the signed distance function for D (see (2.1) above
for its definition). For q “ 0 or q “ n, we adopt the convention that no open set is weakly
0-convex and all open sets are weakly n-convex.
Several remarks are in order regarding these definitions. As in [18], it suffices to consider
upper semicontinuous functions ϕ in the definition of q-subharmonicity, but we will not
need this generality in the following. When ϕ is C2, ϕ is q-subharmonic if and only if the
sum of any q eigenvalues of the complex Hessian of ϕ are positive at every point in D.
This follows from [16, Theorem 1.4]. Notice consequently that a 1-subharmonic function
is just a (continuous) plurisubharmonic function, and a weakly 1-convex domain is just a
pseudoconvex domain.
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On C3 domains, our definition of being weakly q-convex via exhaustion agrees with Ho’s
definition via [16, Theorem 2.4] (see also the remark following the proof). In fact, Ho
shows that on C3 domains, one can use any defining function ρ. We choose to use the
signed distance function for two reasons. In the first place, this is the natural analog of the
pseudoconvex case, in which Oka’s Lemma tells us that ´ logp´ρq is subharmonic on any
pseudoconvex domain. In the second place, on C1,1 domains the signed distance function
is known to be C1,1 on a neighborhood of the boundary (this is also shown by Krantz and
Parks [21], since Federer has already established that C1,1 domains have positive reach
[10]).
Notice also that the notions of q-subharmonicity and weak q-convexity, as defined, are
not biholomorphically invariant except when q “ 1. They are of course invariant under
the holomorphic isometries, as well as the slightly larger group of transformations of Cn
of the form ψpzq “ cUz ` b where c ­“ 0, U is an nˆ n unitary matrix and b P Cn.
2.2. Results on the B-problem. Recall that a domain D is said to have C1,1 boundary
if there exists a defining function ρ for D that is C1 with Lipschitz first derivatives in a
neighborhood of the boundary. Krantz and Parks [21] show that we can, in fact, take ρ
to be the signed distance function for D.
We will use W 1p,qpDq to denote the space of pp, qq-forms with coefficients in the L2-
Sobolev space W 1pDq.
Our first result is the following:
Theorem 2.2. Let D be a bounded domain in Cn, n ě 2, such that 1 ď q ď n and D is a
weakly q-convex domain with C1,1 boundary. Then, for 0 ď p ď n, there exists a constant
C ą 0 such that for every f P W 1p,qpDq satisfying Bf “ 0, there exists u P W 1p,q´1pDq
satisfying Bu “ f and
}u}W 1 ď C }f}W 1 . (2.2)
In the case when q “ 1 (a pseudoconvex domain with C1,1 boundary), this is contained
in the results obtained by the second author in [13]. In [13], the solution was a weighted
canonical solution, but in our result, the solution is obtained in a different way. We start
from a solution of the B-problem with mixed boundary conditions in an annulus with D
as its hole. As a consequence, we obtain an explicit upper bound (5.25) for the constant
C in terms of the geometry of the domain D.
We now go on to results on annuli. We have the following closed-range result:
Theorem 2.3. Let Ω be an annulus in Cn, with n ě 3 such that for some q, 1 ď q ď n´1,
its envelope is weakly q-convex, and the hole is weakly pn´qq-convex and has C1,1 boundary.
Then for 0 ď p ď n, the B-operator has closed range in L2p,qpΩq.
Thanks to the closed-range property, the L2-Dolbeault cohomology group
H
p,q
L2
pΩq “ ker B : L
2
p,qpΩq Ñ L2p,q`1pΩq
range B : L2p,q´1pΩq Ñ L2p,qpΩq
is Hausdorff in its natural topology (in fact, for any domain D, the space Hp,q
L2
pDq is
Hausdorff if and only if B has closed range in L2p,qpDq). It does not necessarily follow that
H
p,q
L2
pΩq is trivial, and we will in fact see a case where we have closed range in L2p,n´1pΩq,
but Hp,n´1
L2
pΩq is infinite dimensional. It is of course of great interest to compute this
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cohomology, which depends on geometric properties more refined than weak q-convexity.
However, we do have the following simple condition for the vanishing of this cohomology:
Theorem 2.4. Let Ω be an annulus in Cn, n ě 3, such that for some 1 ď q ď n´ 2, the
envelope is weakly q-convex and the hole has C1,1 boundary and is weakly pn´q´1q-convex.
Then for 0 ď p ď n, we have
H
p,q
L2
pΩq “ 0.
On the other hand, we have the following situation in which the cohomology is infinite
dimensional:
Theorem 2.5. Let Ω be an annulus in Cn, n ě 3, such that the envelope is weakly
pn ´ 1q-convex and the hole has C1,1 boundary and is pseudoconvex. Then for 0 ď p ď n,
H
p,n´1
L2
pΩq is Hausdorff and infinite-dimensional.
In fact, we will show that there is a natural conjugate linear isomorphism between
H
p,n´1
L2
pΩq with W 1n´p,0pΩ2q X ker B, the space of holomorphic pn´ p, 0q-forms with coeffi-
cients in the Sobolev space W 1pΩ2q.
Unlike the q “ n ´ 1 case, the condition of weak pn ´ q ´ 1q-convexity on the inner
boundary in Theorem 2.4 is certainly not sharp, since weak q-convexity is not a biholomor-
phic invariant while vanishing L2-cohomology is invariant (assuming the biholomorphism
extends smoothly to the boundary). However, we do have the following immediate conse-
quence of our Theorem 2.3 and Theorem 3.1 in [19]:
Corollary 2.1. Let Ω be an annulus in Cn, n ě 3, such that for some q, 1 ď q ď n ´ 1,
the envelope is weakly q-convex and the hole is weakly pn´ qq-convex with C1,1 boundary.
Suppose further that there exists a point in bΩ2 such that bΩ2 is C
3 in a neighborhood
of this point, and at which the Levi-form for the hole has exactly q positive eigenvalues
and n ´ q ´ 1 negative eigenvalues. Then for 0 ď p ď n, Hp,q
L2
pΩq is Hausdorff and
infinite-dimensional.
When the Levi-form of the hole has n´ q ´ 1 negative eigenvalues at a point, the hole
can not be weakly pn´q´1q-convex. Hence, this corollary is consistent with our Theorem
2.4. Our Theorem 2.5 generalizes the q “ n´ 1 case of this corollary to the case in which
the hole has only C1,1 boundary.
Proof of Corollary 2.1. Denote the envelope of Ω by Ω1 and the hole by Ω2. Now [19,
Theorem 3.1] states that if there exists a point on bΩ2 Ă bΩ at which the Levi-form for Ω
has exactly q negative and n´ q ´ 1 positive eigenvalues and bΩ is C3 in a neighborhood
of this point, then Hp,q
L2
pΩq is infinite dimensional whenever B has closed range in L2p,qpΩq.
Since the Levi-form for Ω has q negative and n´q´1 positive eigenvalues on bΩ2 precisely
when the Levi-form for Ω2 has q positive and n´q´1 negative eigenvalues, this requirement
is guaranteed by our hypotheses. By Theorem 2.3, we know that that B has closed range
in L2p,qpΩq, so the conclusion follows. 
2.3. Statement of Main Identity. The key tool in proving the results from the pre-
vious section will be an adaptation of the classical Morrey-Kohn-Ho¨rmander Identity for
pseudoconcave boundaries. Such an adaptation has already been computed in the form of
an estimate in [24], for example. Our primary contribution will be to carry out a careful
computation of the error terms in this estimate to show that they are uniformly bounded
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on C2 domains, which will eventually allow us to obtain estimates on C1,1 domains. Before
stating our key identity, we fix some notation that we will use throughout this paper.
Let D be a bounded domain in Cn with C2 boundary. By work of Krantz and Parks
[21], we know that the signed distance function ρ of D (see (2.1)) is C2 on a neighborhood
of bD. Let U be a neighborhood of bD on which ρ is C2. After shrinking U , we will assume
that ρ is in fact C2 on the closure U .
On U , [10, Theorem 4.8 (3)] immediately gives us
|dρ| ” 1. (2.3)
Let
N “ 4
nÿ
j“1
ρj¯
B
Bzj (2.4)
be a p1, 0q vector field on U which is normal to the boundary bD. For j “ 1, . . . , n,
introduce the tangential vector fields Lj on U by setting
Lj “ BBzj ´ ρjN. (2.5)
On U we may define the functions:
τ “
nÿ
j“1
Ljρj (2.6)
and
η2 “
nÿ
j,k“1
|Ljρk|2 . (2.7)
We will see that τ |bD represents the trace of the Levi-form (in (5.4), for example). The
quantity η2 will play a key role in Theorem 2.6. It depends on those components of the
second fundamental form which are not biholomorphically invariant, so it is a Hermitian
invariant, but it is not a local CR-invariant (at any given p P bD, one can choose local
holomorphic coordinates in which η2 vanishes at that p). Hence, the pointwise value of η2
seems to have less intrinsic meaning than the quantity supUzD η
2 (see (5.12) below). When
D is convex, one can check that supUzD η
2 “ supbD η2, but this does not seem to be true
in general, so the size of the neighborhood U is also relevant in our estimates (although
this can still be understood geometrically using the concept of reach as in [10]). When D
is the ball, one can check that η2 ” 0.
For any weight function φ P C2pUq, we also define
γφ “
nÿ
j“1
Ljφj .
For a differential operator X, let X˚ denote the adjoint of X in the weighted space
L2pD, e´φq.
In general, we adopt the notation of Straube [27] and Chen-Shaw [7] when studying the
L2 theory for B. If u is a pp, qq-form, we will write u “ ř1|J |“p,|K|“q uJ,KdzJ ^ dz¯K where
J is a multi-index of length p, K is a multi-index of length q, and
ř1 indicates that we
are summing only over increasing multi-indices. We extend uJ,K to nonincreasing multi-
indices by requiring uJ,K to be skew-symmetric with respect to its indices. We let a scalar
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linear differential operator X act on a differential form u “ ř1|J |“p,|K|“q uJ,KdzJ ^ dz¯K
coefficientwise, i.e., Xu “ ř1|J |“p,|K|“qpXuJ,KqdzJ ^ dz¯K .
We denote by Hψ the complex Hessian of the function ψ on Cn, i.e., the Hermitian
matrix ψjk “ B
2ψ
BzjBzk
. Then given a pp, qq-form u, we have the natural action
Hψpu, uq “
ÿ1
|J |“p,|K|“q´1
nÿ
j,k“1
ψjkuJ,jKuJ,kK (2.8)
making Hψ into a Hermitian form acting on the space of pp, qq-forms.
Given a weight function φ P C2pDq, we have the standard L2 inner product on functions
pu, vqL2pD,e´φq “
ż
D
uv¯e´φdV
with norm }u}2L2pD,e´φq “ pu, uqL2pD,e´φq. This easily extends to pp, qq-forms via
pu, vqL2pD,e´φq “
ÿ1
|J |“p,|K|“q
puJ,K , vJ,KqL2pD,e´φq
with the associated norm. When the domain D is clear from context, we will often
abbreviate
pu, vqφ “ pu, vqL2pD,e´φq and }u}φ “ }u}L2pD,e´φq .
With this notation in place, we are ready to state our main identity:
Theorem 2.6. Let D Ă Cn be a bounded domain with C2 boundary, let ρ be the defining
function for D given by (2.1), and let U be a bounded neighborhood of D such that ρ is C2
on UzD. Let φ P C2pUzDq be a real valued function. For 1 ď q ď n and 0 ď p ď n, let
the pp, qq-form u P C1p,qpUzDq X dom B˚φ have compact support in UzD. We have››Bu››2
φ
`
›››B˚φu›››2
φ
“ ´
ż
bD
pHρ´ τIqpu, uqe´φdσ
`
ż
UzD
pHφ´ γφIqpu, uqe´φdV ´ 4 }ηu}2φ
` 1
4
››pN ` 4τqu››2
φ
`
nÿ
j“1
›››pLj˚ ´ 4ρjτqu›››2
φ
. (2.9)
For the sake of clarity, we emphasize that UzD is not an open set, so a form with
compact support in UzD does not necessarily vanish on bD.
3. Integration by Parts and the Gradient
We continue to use the notation established in Section 2.3. In this section, we will
prove the following key identity, which will then be used in the next section in the proof
of Theorem 2.6:
Lemma 3.1. Let D Ă Cn be a bounded domain with C2 boundary, let ρ be the signed
distance function for D, and let U be a neighborhood of D such that ρ is C2 on UzD. Let
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φ P C2pUzDq be a real valued function. For any v P C10pUq, we have
nÿ
j“1
››Ljv››2φ “ nÿ
j“1
›››pLj˚ ´ 4ρjτqv›››2
φ
` 4 }τv}2φ
`
ż
bΩ
τ |v|2 e´φdσ ` 2Re `τv,Nv˘
φ
´ ``γφ ` 4η2˘ v, v˘φ . (3.1)
3.1. Reduction to C3 Domains. Suppose that Lemma 3.1 has already been proven for
domains with C3 boundaries. Let D, U , and ρ be as in the statement of Lemma 3.1.
Let χ P C80 pCnq be a nonnegative function satisfying
ş
χ “ 1, and for j P N define
χjpzq “ j2nχpjzq so that
ş
χj “ 1 for every j P N. We may assume that χ is supported in
a ball of radius 1, so χj is supported in a ball of radius j
´1. Set
Uj “ t z P U : distpz, bUq ą j´1 u .
On Uj, let ρ˜j “ ρ ˚ χj. If z ´ w is in the support of χj for z, w P U , then |z ´ w| ď j´1,
so |ρpzq ´ ρpwq| ď |z ´ w| ď j´1 (see [10, Theorem 4.8(1)]). Hence,
|ρpzq ´ ρ˜jpzq| “
ˇˇˇˇż
Cn
pρpzq ´ ρpwqqχjpz ´ wqdVw
ˇˇˇˇ
ď j´1. (3.2)
Using similar reasoning, there exists C ą 0 such that for j sufficiently large and z P Uj,
we have
|∇ρpzq ´∇ρ˜jpzq| ď Cj´1. (3.3)
Since U is an open neighborhood of bD, there must exist ε ą 0 such that the pre-image
of the interval r´ε, εs under ρ is compact in U . For j ą ε´1, we can use (3.2) to show
ρ˜jpzq ą 0 when ρpzq “ ε and ρ˜jpzq ă 0 when ρpzq “ ´ε, and for j ą C we can use (3.3) to
show that ∇ρ˜j ‰ 0 on Uj . Hence, for j sufficiently large ρ˜j is a smooth defining function
for a domain Dj with smooth boundary such that bDj Ă Uj. On any compact K Ă U ,
}ρ˜j ´ ρ}C2pKq Ñ 0. Hence, if ρj is the signed distance function for Dj , then we will also
have }ρ˜j ´ ρj}C2pKq Ñ 0. Hence, if τj and ηj are the natural generalizations of (2.6) and
(2.7), we will have ηj Ñ η and τj Ñ τ . Therefore, we may apply Lemma 3.1 to each Dj
and take the limit as j Ñ8 to obtain Lemma 3.1 when D has C2 boundary.
Henceforth, we assume that D has C3 boundary and that ρ is C3 on U . This will be
needed, e.g., in (3.12), which requires three derivatives of the defining function.
3.2. Elementary observations. Note that from (2.3) we have
nÿ
ℓ“1
|ρℓ|2 “
nÿ
ℓ“1
|ρℓ¯|2 “
1
4
. (3.4)
Differentiating with respect to zj , we see that for each j “ 1, . . . , n, we have
nÿ
ℓ“1
´
ρℓρℓj ` ρℓjρℓ
¯
“ 0. (3.5)
With N defined by (2.4), we have
Nρ “ 1, and }N} “
?
2.
With Lj defined by (2.5), Ljρ “ ρj ´ ρjNρ “ 0, i.e. Lj is a p1, 0q-vector field tangent to
the boundary.
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The Lj’s are not linearly independent. In fact
nÿ
j“1
ρj¯Lj “ 0. (3.6)
3.3. Pointwise computations preliminary to the proof of Lemma 3.1. Our pri-
mary goal in this section is to compute the sum of commutators
řn
j“1rL
˚
j , Ljs. This will
arise naturally in the integration by parts argument needed to prove Lemma 3.1. Because
the computation is somewhat lengthy, we will break it down into several pieces.
We begin by computing representation formulas for the adjoints of N and Lj . Recall
that X˚ denotes the adjoint of a differential operator X in the weighted spaces L2pD, e´φq.
We will use X˚,0 to denote the adjoint in the unweighted spaces L2pDq, i.e., when φ ” 0.
Also, for a function ψ we will denote by ψ¨ the operator that multiplies a function or form
by ψ.
We first note that
N˚ “ eφN˚,0pe´φ ¨q “ ´eφ nÿ
k“1
B
Bzk p4ρke
´φ ¨q,
so
N˚ “ ´N ´ 4ν ¨ (3.7)
where
ν “
nÿ
k“1
pρkk ´ ρkφkq. (3.8)
Since Lj “ BBzj ´ ρjN , we have
L
˚
j “
ˆ B
Bzj
˙˚
´N˚pρj¨q
We know ˆ B
Bzj
˙˚
“ ´eφ BBzj pe
´φ ¨q “ ´ BBzj ` φj¨
so combining this with (3.7) we obtain
L
˚
j “ ´
B
Bzj ` φj¨` pN ` 4νqpρj¨q
“ ´
ˆ B
Bzj ´ ρjN
˙
` φj¨`Npρj¨q ` 4νρj¨
“ ´Lj ` φj¨` 4
˜
nÿ
k“1
ρkρjk ` ρjν
¸
¨
Therefore we obtain the representation
Lj
˚ “ ´Lj ` µj ¨ (3.9)
where µj is given by
µj “ φj ` 4
nÿ
k“1
ρjkρk ` 4ρjν. (3.10)
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Note that thanks to (3.5) applied to the middle term in (3.10), we have the alternative
expression involving the complex Hessian for ρ:
µj “ φj ´ 4
nÿ
k“1
ρjkρk ` 4ρjν. (3.11)
Returning to our goal for this section, we use (3.9) to show that
nÿ
j“1
rL˚j , Ljs “
nÿ
j“1
r´Lj ` µj¨, Ljs
“ ´
nÿ
j“1
rLj , Ljs ´
nÿ
j“1
Ljµj (3.12)
Thus, there are two terms that we need to compute in order to find this commutator.
To evaluate (3.12), we first consider
řn
j“1rLj, Ljs. We compute
nÿ
j“1
rLj , Ljs “
nÿ
j“1
"
Lj
ˆ B
Bzj ´ ρjN
˙
´ Lj
ˆ B
Bzj ´ ρjN
˙*
“
nÿ
j“1
"
Lj
B
Bzj ´ Lj
B
Bzj
*
`
nÿ
j“1
!
´LjρjN ´ ρjLjN ` LjρjN ` ρjLjN
)
.
Using (3.6), we have
nÿ
j“1
rLj , Ljs “
nÿ
j“1
"
Lj
B
Bzj ´ Lj
B
Bzj
*
`
nÿ
j“1
!
´LjρjN ` LjρjN
)
.
Since
řn
j“1
´
´LjρjN ` LjρjN
¯
“ τpN ´Nq and
nÿ
j“1
"
Lj
B
Bzj ´ Lj
B
Bzj
*
“
nÿ
j“1
„ B
Bzj ,
B
Bzj

´ 4
nÿ
j,k“1
ρjρk
B2
BzkBzj ` 4
nÿ
j,k“1
ρjρk
B2
BzkBzj “ 0,
we obtain
nÿ
j“1
rLj, Ljs “ τpN ´Nq. (3.13)
Before turning our attention to
řn
j“1 Ljµj in (3.12), we will find it helpful to compute
Nτ . We observe that
Nτ “ 4
nÿ
j,k“1
ρk¯
B
Bzk
˜
ρjj ´
nÿ
ℓ“1
4ρjρℓρjℓ
¸
“ 4
nÿ
j,k“1
#
ρkρjjk ´ 4ρk
nÿ
ℓ“1
´
ρjkρℓρjℓ ` ρjρℓkρjℓ ` ρjρℓρjℓk
¯+
.
If we re-index and apply (3.5), we see that
4
nÿ
j,k,ℓ“1
!
´4ρk
´
ρjkρℓρjℓ ` ρjρℓkρjℓ
¯)
“ ´16
nÿ
j,k,ℓ“1
!´
ρkρjkρℓρjℓ ` ρℓρkρjℓρkj
¯)
“ 0,
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so
Nτ “ 4
nÿ
j,k“1
ρkρjjk ´ 16
nÿ
j,k,ℓ“1
ρkρjρℓρjℓk. (3.14)
Now we are ready to compute
řn
j“1 Ljµj , thus completing our computation of (3.12).
We will show:
nÿ
j“1
Ljµj “ γφ `Nτ ` 4η2 ` 4τν. (3.15)
To show this, we first compute
nÿ
j“1
Ljµj “
nÿ
j“1
Ljφj ` 4
nÿ
j,k“1
`
Ljρjkρk ` ρjkLjρk
˘` 4 nÿ
j“1
`
Ljρjν ` ρjLjν
˘
Thanks to (3.6), the final term in this expression vanishes when summed over j. Using
the notation of (2.6), we may rewrite this as:
nÿ
j“1
Ljµj “ γφ ` 4
nÿ
j,k“1
Ljρjkρk ` 4
nÿ
j,k“1
ρjkLjρk ` 4τν. (3.16)
The second term in (3.16) may be rewritten as
4
nÿ
j,k“1
Ljρjkρk “ 4
nÿ
j,k“1
ρkρjjk ´ 16
nÿ
j,k,ℓ“1
ρkρjρℓρjℓk.
Using (3.14), we have
4
nÿ
j,k“1
Ljρjkρk “ Nτ. (3.17)
Using the fact that ρjk “ Ljρk ` ρjNρk, the third term in (3.16) may be rewritten as
nÿ
j,k“1
ρjkLjρk “
nÿ
j,k“1
LjρkLjρk `
nÿ
j,k“1
ρjNρkLjρk,
but the final term in this expression vanishes by (3.6), so from (2.7) we have
nÿ
j,k“1
ρjkLjρk “ η2. (3.18)
Putting (3.17) and (3.18) in (3.16), the result (3.15) follows.
Substituting (3.13) and (3.15) into (3.12), we have the fundamental identity
nÿ
j“1
rL˚j , Ljs “ ´τpN ´Nq ´
`
γφ `Nτ ` 4η2 ` 4τν
˘
Using (3.7), we can rewrite this as
nÿ
j“1
rL˚j , Ljs “ pτNq˚ ` τN ´ γφ ´ 4η2 (3.19)
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3.4. Proof of Lemma 3.1. Let v be a smooth function that is compactly supported in
U . Since the Lj’s are tangential, we can integrate by parts with no boundary term and
obtain
nÿ
j“1
››Ljv››2φ “
˜˜
nÿ
j“1
rLj˚, Ljs
¸
v, v
¸
φ
`
nÿ
j“1
›››Lj˚v›››2
φ
Using (3.19), we have
nÿ
j“1
››Ljv››2φ “ ``pτNq˚ ` τN ´ γφ ´ 4η2˘ v, v˘φ ` nÿ
j“1
›››Lj˚v›››2
φ
(3.20)
When we integrate by parts with pτNq˚, we will need to consider a boundary term. Since
´ρ is a normalized defining function for the complement ofD and v is compactly supported
in U , we have `
v, τNv
˘
φ
“ `pτNq˚v, v˘
φ
`
ż
bpUzDq
τ |v|2Np´ρqe´φdσ.
Since Nρ “ 1 and ş
bpUzDq τ |v|2 e´φdσ “
ş
bD
τ |v|2 e´φdσ, we have`
v, τNv
˘
φ
“ `pτNq˚v, v˘
φ
´
ż
bD
τ |v|2 e´φdσ.
Substituting in (3.20), we obtain
nÿ
j“1
››Ljv››2φ “ ż
bD
τ |v|2 e´φdσ ` 2Re `τNv, v˘
φ
´ ``γφ ` 4η2˘ v, v˘φ ` nÿ
j“1
›››Lj˚v›››2
φ
. (3.21)
We now wish to decompose Lj
˚
into its tangential and normal components. Using (3.9),
we have
nÿ
j“1
ρj¯Lj
˚ “
nÿ
j“1
ρjp´Lj ` µjq.
Therefore, (3.6) implies
nÿ
j“1
ρj¯Lj
˚ “
nÿ
j“1
ρj¯µj.
Substituting (3.11) and (3.4) gives us
nÿ
j“1
ρj¯Lj
˚ “
nÿ
j“1
ρjφj ´ 4
nÿ
j,k“1
ρjρjkρk ` ν,
and substituting (3.8) gives us
nÿ
j“1
ρj¯Lj
˚ “
nÿ
j“1
ρjj ´ 4
nÿ
j,k“1
ρjρjkρk “
nÿ
j“1
Ljρj.
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Hence, we have
nÿ
j“1
ρj¯Lj
˚ “ τ. (3.22)
By orthogonal decomposition, we have
nÿ
j“1
ˇˇˇ
Lj
˚
v
ˇˇˇ
2 “
nÿ
j“1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
˜
Lj
˚ ´ 4ρj
nÿ
k“1
ρk¯Lk
˚
¸
v
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
2
` 4
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ nÿ
j“1
ρj¯Lj
˚
v
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
2
,
so (3.22) gives us
nÿ
j“1
ˇˇˇ
Lj
˚
v
ˇˇˇ
2
“
nÿ
j“1
ˇˇˇ
pLj˚ ´ 4ρjτqv
ˇˇˇ
2
` 4 |τv|2 .
Therefore, we have
nÿ
j“1
›››Lj˚v›››2
φ
“
nÿ
j“1
›››pLj˚ ´ 4ρjτqv›››2
φ
` 4 }τv}2φ . (3.23)
Combining (3.21) and (3.23) we obtain (3.1), and Lemma 3.1 is proven.
4. A Modified Morrey-Kohn-Ho¨rmander Identity
For a form u “ ř1|J |“p,|K|“q uJ,KdzJ ^ dz¯K , we denote by ∇u the p0, 1q-part of the
covariant derivative of u, i.e., the tensor
∇u “
ÿ1
|J |“p,|K|“q
nÿ
j“1
BuJ,K
Bzj dz
J ^ dzK b dzj.
In order to prove Theorem 2.6, we will first show that with the same notation as Theorem
2.6, we have
Lemma 4.1. ››∇u››2
φ
“
ż
bD
τ |u|2 e´φdσ ´ pγφu, uqφ ´ 4 }ηu}2φ
`
nÿ
j“1
›››pLj˚ ´ 4ρjτqu›››2
φ
` 1
4
››pN ` 4τqu››2
φ
(4.1)
Proof. We first consider the special case in which v P C1pUzDq with compact support in
UzD.
Rewrite (2.5) as BBzj “ Lj ` ρjN , so BBzj “ Lj ` ρjN . From (3.4) and (3.6) we have the
orthogonal decomposition
nÿ
j“1
ˇˇ
vj¯
ˇˇ
2 “
nÿ
j“1
ˇˇ
Ljv
ˇˇ2 ` 1
4
ˇˇ
Nv
ˇˇ2
.
Therefore, ››∇v››2
φ
“
nÿ
j“1
››Ljv››2φ ` 14 ››Nv››2φ .
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By Lemma 3.1, we have››∇v››2
φ
“
nÿ
j“1
›››pLj˚ ´ 4ρjτqv›››2
φ
` 4 }τv}2φ `
ż
bΩ
τ |v|2 e´φdσ ` 2Re `τv,Nv˘
φ
´ ``γφ ` 4η2˘ v, v˘φ ` 14 ››Nv››2φ .
Note that ››Nv››2
φ
` 2Re `4τv,Nv˘
φ
“ ››pN ` 4τqv››2
φ
´ 16 }τv}2φ .
Therefore we obtain››∇v››2
φ
“
nÿ
j“1
›››pLj˚ ´ 4ρjτqv›››2
φ
`
ż
bΩ
τ |v|2 e´φdσ
´ ``γφ ` 4η2˘ v, v˘φ ` 14 ››pN ` 4τqv››2φ . (4.2)
which, after rearrangement, is identical to (4.1) for functions.
Now let u “ ř1|I|“p,|J |“q uI,JdzI ^ dzJ be as in the statement of the proposition. Fix
increasing multi-indices I and J with |I| “ p and |J | “ q. Replacing v in (4.2) by uI,J
and, summing over all I, J with |I| “ p, |J | “ q, we obtain (4.1). 
4.1. Proof of Theorem 2.6. We recall the Morrey-Kohn-Ho¨rmander Identity of L2-
theory: Let Ω be a domain with C2 boundary, for 1 ď q ď n, 0 ď p ď n let u be a
pp, qq-form on Ω such that
u P dompB˚q X C1pΩq, (4.3)
and let φ P C2pΩq with φ P R. Let r be a normalized defining function for Ω, i.e., |dr| “ 1
along bΩ. Then we have››Bu››2
L2pΩ,e´φq
`
›››B˚φu›››2
L2pΩ,e´φq
“
ż
bΩ
Hrpu, uqe´φdσ`
ż
Ω
pHφqpu, uqe´φdV `››∇u››2
L2pΩ,e´φq
.
(4.4)
See [7, Proposition 4.3.1] or [27, page 18 ff.] for a detailed account of the proof of this
basic result.
Recall that U is a bounded neighborhood of D. Choose R ą 0 sufficiently large so that
U Ă Bp0, Rq, and let Ω “ Bp0, RqzD. Recall that the form u has compact support in
UzD and lies in C1p,qpUzDq X dom B˚φ. Since bΩ is the disjoint union of bD and bBp0, Rq,
it follows that u|bBp0,Rq “ 0, and we may apply (4.4) to this domain to obtain››Bu››2
L2pUzD,e´φq
`
›››B˚φu›››2
L2pUzD,e´φq
“ż
bpUzDq
Hp´ρqpu, uqe´φdσ `
ż
UzD
pHφqpu, uqe´φdV ` ››∇u››2
L2pUzD,e´φq
.
where we have used the fact that ´ρ is a normalized defining function for Ω near bD.
Since ż
bpUzDq
Hp´ρqpu, uqe´φdσ “ ´
ż
bD
Hρpu, uqe´φdσ,
we may combine the above identity with (4.1) to obtain (2.9).
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5. Proof of Theorem 2.2
5.1. Boundary conditions in the B-problem. In the L2-theory of the B-operator, it
is standard to use the maximal weak realization of the B-operator as a densely-defined
closed unbounded Hilbert space operator on the weighted spaces of square-integrable forms
L2p,qpD, e´φq. The operator B : L2p,qpD, e´φq Ñ L2p,q`1pD, e´φq has dense domain
dompBq “
!
u P L2p,qpD, e´φq|Bu P L2p,q`1pD, e´φq
)
.
It will be useful for our purposes to consider other ways of realizing the B-operator as an
unbounded operator on L2p,qpD, e´φq. We will find it helpful to use the strong minimal
realization of the B-operator, defined as follows:
Definition 5.1. Let D be an open set in Cn. Let u be a pp, qq-form on D. We say that
u P dompBcq if there exists a sequence tuju Ă L2p,qpDq X dom B and v P L2p,q`1pDq such
that each uj is compactly supported in D, we have uj Ñ u in L2p,qpDq, and Buj Ñ v in
L2p,q`1pDq. When dealing with multiple domains, we will write Bc “ B
D
c to emphasize the
domain under consideration.
As noted in [23], this means that u must satisfy the B-Dirichlet condition on bΩ, i.e., if
u P C1p,qpΩq, then u P dompBcq if and only if Bρ ^ u|bΩ “ 0 for any C1 defining function ρ
for Ω. We will need the following fact, for whose proof see [22, Lemma 2.4]:
Lemma 5.1 (Laurent-Thie´baut, Shaw). Let D be a bounded domain in Cn and let u be a
pp, qq-form on D. If u P dompBDc q, then the extension u˜ P L2p,qpCnq defined by u˜ “ u on D
and u˜ “ 0 on CnzD is in dompBq on Cn. The converse is also true when D has Lipschitz
boundary.
We will also need to make use of the B-operator with mixed boundary conditions on
annuli (see Li and Shaw [23]):
Definition 5.2. Let Ω be a bounded annulus with envelope Ω1 and hole Ω2. Let u
be a pp, qq-form on Ω. We say that u P dompBmixq if there exists a sequence tuju Ă
L2p,qpΩqXdom B and v P L2p,q`1pΩq such that uj Ñ u, Buj Ñ v, and uj vanishes identically
in a neighborhood of bΩ2.
As for dompBcq, this means that u must satisfy the B-Dirichlet condition on bΩ2, i.e., if
u P C1p,qpΩq, then u P dompBmixq if and only if Bρ^u|bΩ2 “ 0 for any C1 defining function ρ
for Ω. We will frequently make use of the following, which follows using the same argument
(cf. [22, Lemma 2.4]) as for Lemma 5.1 :
Lemma 5.2. Let Ω be a bounded annulus with envelope Ω1 and hole Ω2, and let u be a
pp, qq-form on Ω. If u P dompBmixq, then the extension u˜ P L2p,qpΩq defined by u˜ “ u on
Ω and u˜ “ 0 on Ω2 is also in dompBq for Ω1. The converse is also true when Ω2 has
Lipschitz boundary.
For a general discussion of the Hilbert space realization of differential operators, see
[12], and in the context of the B-operator, see [6].
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5.2. Solvability with mixed boundary conditions: statement and preliminaries.
The work of this section, leading to a proof of Theorem 2.2, follows closely that of [23].
Like in [23], we exploit the close relation between the W 1-estimates on the hole for the B-
problem, and estimates on the B-problem on the annulus with mixed boundary conditions.
In particular, along with our proof of Theorem 2.2, we will obtain the following result:
Proposition 5.3. For n ě 2 and 2 ď q ď n, let Ω be an annulus in Cn, such that the
envelope is weakly q-convex and the hole is weakly pq´1q-convex with C1,1 boundary. Then
there exists a constant CqpΩ,mixq ą 0 with the property that for all 0 ď p ď n and for
every f P dompBmixqXL2p,qpΩq satisfying Bf “ 0 there is a u P dompBmixqXL2p,q´1pΩq such
that Bmixu “ f and
}u}L2pΩq ď CqpΩ,mixq }f}L2pΩq .
In (5.20), we will compute an explicit upper bound for CqpΩ,mixq in terms of the
geometry of Ω.
Proposition 5.3 is a generalization of [23, Theorem 2.2]. We have relaxed the convexity
requirement from pseudoconvex to weakly q-convex on the envelope and from pseudocon-
vex to weakly pq ´ 1q-convex on the hole, and we have reduced the regularity of the hole
from C2 to C1,1.
In order to apply Theorem 2.6 to weakly q-convex domains, we will need some simple
estimates for the Levi-form.
Lemma 5.4. Let Ω Ă Cn be a domain with C2 boundary, and let ρ be a normalized
defining function for Ω. For 0 ď p ď n and 1 ď q ď n, let u P C1pp,qqpΩq X dom B
˚
. Then
we have
Hρpu, uq|bΩ ě 0 whenever Ω is weakly q-convex. (5.1)
If n ě 3 and 1 ď q ď n´ 2, then
pHρ´ τIqpu, uq|bΩ ď 0 whenever Ω is weakly pn´ 1´ qq-convex. (5.2)
Proof. Fix w P bΩ. After a unitary change of coordinates, we may assume that ρjpwq “ 0
for all 1 ď j ď n´ 1 and the hermitian matrix
´
ρjkpwq
¯
1ďj,kďn´1
(i.e., the Levi-form) is
diagonal. As usual, we write u “ ř1|J |“p,|K|“q uJ,KdzJ ^ dzK . Since u P dom B˚, we have
uJ |w “ 0 whenever n P J . Hence, we have
Hρpu, uq|w “
ÿ1
|J |“p,|I|“q´1
n´1ÿ
j“1
ρjjpwq|uJ,jIpwq|2
Given an increasing multi-index K of length q and an integer j P K, there is a unique
increasing multi-index of length I such that jI is a rearrangement of K. Hence, we have
the alternative expression
Hρpu, uq|w “
ÿ1
|J |“p,|K|“q
nRK
ÿ
jPK
ρjjpwq|uJ,Kpwq|2 (5.3)
If Ω is weakly q-convex, then
ř
jPK ρjj ą 0 for every increasing multi-index K of length q
with n R K, so (5.1) follows.
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Continuing to use our special coordinates at w, we use (2.6) and the fact that Lj |w “ BBzj
for 1 ď j ď n´ 1 and Ln|w “ 0 to compute
τ |w “
n´1ÿ
j“1
ρjjpwq. (5.4)
Hence, using (5.3), we have
pHρ´ τIqpu, uq|w “ ´
ÿ1
|J |“p,|K|“q
nRK
ÿ
1ďjďn´1
jRK
ρjjpwq|uJ,Kpwq|2,
and (5.2) follows.

Lemma 5.5. Let D Ť Cn be a bounded weakly q-convex domain, where 1 ď q ď n and
let δ “ supz,z1PD |z ´ z1| be the diameter of D. Let 0 ď p ď n. Then for each f P L2p,qpDq
such that Bf “ 0, there is a u P L2p,q´1pDq such that Bu “ f ,
}u}L2pDq ď
c
e
q
¨ δ ¨ }f}L2pDq , (5.5)
and the coefficients of u are locally in the Sobolev space W 1.
Proof. In the special case when D is further assumed to be pseudoconvex (i.e. weakly 1-
convex) this is a well-known result of Ho¨rmander ([17], see also [7, Theorem 4.3.4]), where
u is the so-called “canonical solution” of the B-problem, i.e., the solution with minimal
L2-norm. When the domain is only weakly q-convex, using the fact that conclusion (5.1) in
Lemma 5.4 suffices to prove the “basic estimate” ([7, Proposition 4.3.3]), this was observed
in [16, Theorem 3.1]. The precise constant can be found exactly as in [7, Theorem 4.3.4].
As in the pseudoconvex case, one first proves the existence of u for C2 boundaries which
are weakly q-convex, then uses an exhaustion of D by weakly q-convex domains (see [17,
Theorem 2.2.1]). The claim about local W 1-regularity of the canonical solution follows as
usual from the interior elliptic regularity of the complex Laplacian. 
We will need the modified Hodge star operator used in [23], which is a special case of the
Hodge star of a line bundle with a Hermitian metric (see [6, Section 2.4]). Here the bundle
E is a trivial line bundle over a domain D Ă Cn with Hermitian metric e´φ. The dual
bundle E˚ is then also trivial, but has the dual Hermitian metric eφ. Denoting by Λp,qpDq
the space of all forms of degree pp, qq on D, the operator ‹φ : Λp,qpDq Ñ Λn´p,n´qpDq is
defined pointwise by the relation
〈v, u〉 e´φdV “ v ^ ‹φu (5.6)
for all v P Λn´p,n´qpDq. It is well-known that the Hodge-star operator induces an isometry
of L2p,qpD,Eq (square integrable pp, qq-forms on D with values in the bundle E) with
L2p,qpD,E˚q. In fact, for pp, qq-forms Ψ and Φ, we have the easily verified pointwise relation
(see [23, Lemma 3.2])
x‹φΦ, ‹φΨy eφdV “ xΨ,Φy e´φdV, (5.7)
which, when Ψ “ Φ, can be integrated overD to obtain that ‹φ : L2p,qpD,Eq Ñ L2p,qpD,E˚q
is an isometry of Hilbert spaces:
}Φ}2φ “ }‹φΦ}2´φ . (5.8)
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5.3. Proof of Proposition 5.3; the C2 case. In this section, we will prove Propo-
sition 5.3 under the assumption that both the envelope Ω1 and the hole Ω2 have C
2
boundaries (this is also the boundary regularity assumed in [23, Theorem 2.2]).
Introduce the weight
ψpzq “ t|z|2
for t ą 0 to be determined later. Let B˚mix,ψ denote the Hilbert-space adjoint of Bmix with
respect to the inner product L2pΩ, e´ψq. We will show that a “basic estimate” holds for
Bmix.
Let U2 be a neighborhood of Ω2 such that ρ defined by (2.1) is a C
2 function on U2zΩ2.
Let χ P C80 pU2q satisfy χ ” 1 in a neighborhood of Ω2.
Suppose u P C1pp,qqpΩqXdompBmixqXdompB
˚
mix,ψq. Define a pp, qq-form u2 on Cn by setting
u2 “ χu on Ω and u2 ” 0 on Ωc, and define u1 P C10,pp,qqpΩ1q by setting u1 “ p1 ´ χqu on
Ω and u1 ” 0 on Ω2. Note that u “ u1 ` u2 on Ω, and the form u2 has support in Ω.
Now u1 P C1pp,qqpΩ1q X dompBqX dompB
˚
ψq, so we may apply the standard Morrey-Kohn-
Ho¨rmander estimate (4.4) with φ “ ψ to u1 on Ω1. Since Ω1 is assumed to be weakly
q-convex, we may use (5.1) to estimate the boundary term and obtain››Bu1››2ψ ` ›››B˚ψu1›››2ψ ě
ż
Ω
pHψqpu1, u1qe´ψdV,
which becomes ››Bmixu1››2ψ ` ›››B˚mix,ψu1›››2ψ ě tq }u1}2t|z|2 . (5.9)
since Hψpu1, u1q “ tq|u1|2.
Now we derive a similar estimate for the form u2, using the modified Morrey-Kohn-
Ho¨rmander formula of Theorem 2.6, where φ “ ´ψ, u “ ‹ψu2, and ‹ψ is the Hodge
star operator defined above in (5.6). We first assume that q ď n ´ 1. Since the form u2
satisfies the B-Dirichlet boundary conditions along bΩ2, it follows that ‹ψu2 satisfies the
B-Neumann boundary conditions (cf. [6, Proposition 1]), so that
‹ψu2 P C1pn´p,n´qqpΩq X dompBq X dompB
˚
´ψq,
so we can apply (2.9) to ‹ψu2 and drop the positive terms to obtain:››Bp‹ψu2q››2´ψ ` ›››B˚´ψp‹ψu2q›››2´ψ ě ´
ż
bΩ2
pHρ´ τIqp‹ψu2, ‹ψu2qeψdσ
`
ż
Ω
pHp´ψq ´ γ´ψIq p‹ψu2, ‹ψu2qeψdV ´ 4 }ηp‹ψu2q}2´ψ , (5.10)
where the defining function ρ is the signed distance function as in (2.1).
When q “ n, then ‹ψu2 is a pp, 0q-form, so
››Bp‹ψu2q››´ψ “ ››∇p‹ψu2q››´ψ. Using Lemma
4.1, we have››∇p‹ψu2q››2´ψ ě ż
bD
τ |‹ψu2|2 eψdσ ´ pγ´ψ ‹ψ u2, ‹ψu2q´ψ ´ 4 }η ‹ψ u2}2´ψ .
If we adopt the convention that B˚´ψp‹ψu2q “ 0,
pHρqp‹ψu2, ‹ψu2q “ 0,
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and
pHp´ψqqp‹ψu2, ‹ψu2q “ 0
when ‹ψu2 is a function, then we have precisely (5.10).
Since Ω2 is weakly pq ´ 1q-convex and ‹ψu2 is an pn ´ p, n ´ qq-form, the conclusion
(5.2) of Lemma 5.4 implies that pHρ´ τIqp‹ψu2, ‹ψu2q|bΩ2 ď 0, so we have››Bp‹ψu2q››2´ψ ` ›››B˚´ψp‹ψu2q›››2φ ě
ż
Ω
pHp´ψq ´ γ´ψIqp‹ψu2, ‹ψu2qeψdV ´ 4 }ηp‹ψu2q}2´ψ
“ ´
ż
Ω
pHψ ´ γψIqp‹ψu2, ‹ψu2qeψdV ´ 4 }ηp‹ψu2q}2´ψ .
Since ψpzq “ t|z|2, we have
pHψ ´ γψIqp‹ψu2, ‹ψu2q “ tppn´ qq ´ pn´ 1qq |‹ψu2|2 ,
so ››Bp‹ψu2q››2´ψ ` ›››B˚´ψp‹ψu2q›››2´ψ ě tpq ´ 1q }‹ψu2}2´ψ ´ 4 }ηp‹ψu2q}2´ψ . (5.11)
A standard calculation (cf. [6, Lemma 2]) shows that we have formally (i.e. as differential
operators on smooth functions) that
B˚ψ “ ´ ‹´ψ B ‹ψ and B “ ´ ‹´ψ B˚´ψ ‹ψ .
Therefore using (5.8) we see that››Bp‹ψu2q››´ψ “ ››´ ‹´ψ Bp‹ψu2q››ψ “ ›››B˚mix,ψu2›››ψ
and similarly ›››B˚´ψp‹ψu2q›››
´ψ
“
›››´ ‹´ψ B˚´ψp‹ψu2q›››
ψ
“ ››Bmixu2››ψ .
Therefore (5.11) is equivalent to›››B˚mix,ψu2›››2
ψ
` ››Bmixu2››2ψ ě tpq ´ 1q }u2}2ψ ´ 4 }ηu2}2ψ .
Define the constant B associated to the annulus Ω by
B “ sup
UzΩ2
4η2, (5.12)
which is finite since by assumption the open set U was so chosen that ρ P C2pUzΩ2q. This
gives us ›››B˚mix,ψu2›››2
ψ
` ››Bmixu2››2ψ ě ptpq ´ 1q ´Bq }u2}2ψ . (5.13)
Since
?
a2 ` b2 ď |a| ` |b|, we may assume that t ą B
q´1 and rewrite (5.9) and (5.13) in
the form ››Bmixu1››ψ ` ›››B˚mix,ψu1›››ψ ě ?tq }u1}ψ ,››Bmixu2››ψ ` ›››B˚mix,ψu2›››ψ ěatpq ´ 1q ´B }u2}ψ .
Note that ››Bmixu2››ψ ď ››Bmixu››ψ ` sup
Ω
|∇χ| }u}ψ , (5.14)
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with similar estimates for
››Bmixu1››ψ, ›››B˚mix,ψu2›››ψ, and ›››B˚mix,ψu1›››ψ, so since |∇χ| “ 12 |∇χ|,
we have ››Bmixu››ψ ` ›››B˚mix,ψu›››ψ ` supΩ |∇χ| }u}ψ ě ?tq }u1}ψ ,››Bmixu››ψ ` ›››B˚mix,ψu›››ψ ` supΩ |∇χ| }u}ψ ěatpq ´ 1q ´B }u2}ψ .
Since tq ą tpq ´ 1q ´ B, we use the same constant in the lower bound of each estimate.
Consequently, if we let
A “ sup
Ω
|∇χ| (5.15)
we have
}u}ψ ď
˜
2a
tpq ´ 1q ´B
¸ˆ››Bmixu››ψ ` ›››B˚mix,ψu›››ψ `A }u}ψ
˙
.
If t ą 4A2`B
q´1 , then we can rearrange terms and obtain
}u}ψ ď
2a
tpq ´ 1q ´B ´ 2A
ˆ››Bmixu››ψ ` ›››B˚mix,ψu›››ψ
˙
. (5.16)
By [23, Lemma 3.1], the estimate (5.16) will apply to any u P dompBmixq X dompB˚mix,ψq.
It now follows that for 2 ď q ď n, the operator Bmix satisfies the analog of the “basic
estimate” of L2-theory (i.e., [7, equation (4.3.16)]). Then the result follows using a classical
argument (cf. [7, Theorem 4.3.4]). We include the details for completeness.
For 2 ď q ď n, suppose f P L2p,qpΩq X dompBmixq such that Bmixf “ 0. For an arbitrary
g P L2p,qpΩq X dom B˚mix,ψ, we may decompose g “ g1 ` g2, where g1 P pker BmixqK, g2 P
ker Bmix, and the orthogonal complement is taken with respect to the weighted inner
product. Then ˇˇˇ
pf, gqψ
ˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇ
pf, g2qψ
ˇˇˇ
ď }f}ψ }g2}ψ .
Applying (5.16) to }g2}ψ and using the fact that g1 P range B
˚
mix,ψ Ă ker B˚mix,ψ, we have
}g2}ψ ď
2a
tpq ´ 1q ´B ´ 2A
›››B˚mix,ψg2›››
ψ
“ 2a
tpq ´ 1q ´B ´ 2A
›››B˚mix,ψg›››
ψ
.
Hence, ˇˇˇ
pf, gqψ
ˇˇˇ
ď 2a
tpq ´ 1q ´B ´ 2A }f}ψ
›››B˚mix,ψg›››
ψ
.
As a result, there is a bounded linear functional B˚mix,ψg ÞÑ pf, gqψ on range B
˚
mix,ψ with
norm bounded by 2?
tpq´1q´B´2A
}f}ψ. Using the Hahn-Banach Theorem to extend this
to the closure of range B˚mix,ψ and then applying the Riesz Representation Theorem, there
exists an element u P L2p,q´1pΩq lying in the closure of range B
˚
mix,ψ such that for every
g P L2p,qpΩq X dom B˚mix,ψ we have
pf, gqψ “ pu, B˚mix,ψgqψ
and
}u}ψ ď
2a
tpq ´ 1q ´B ´ 2A }f}ψ . (5.17)
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It immediately follows that Bmixu “ f . After a translation, we may assume that |z| ď δ
on Ω, where
δ “ sup
z,z1PΩ
ˇˇ
z ´ z1ˇˇ (5.18)
is the diameter of the set Ω. Hence, (5.17) gives us
}u} ď 2e
tδ2a
tpq ´ 1q ´B ´ 2A }f} .
We may check that the resulting constant is optimized when t “
´
A`
b
A2` q´1
2δ2
¯2
`B
q´1 . Hence,
we have
}u} ď CqpΩ,mixq }f} , (5.19)
where
CqpΩ,mixq ď 2b
A2 ` q´1
2δ2
´A
exp
¨˝
δ2
q ´ 1
¨˝˜
A`
c
A2 ` q ´ 1
2δ2
¸2
`B‚˛˛‚. (5.20)
In (5.20), A and B are given by (5.15) and (5.12) respectively, and δ is given by (5.18).
We now have proved the special case of Proposition 5.3 when the boundary is C2.
5.4. W 1 Estimates. Before we can prove Proposition 5.3 when the boundary is C1,1, we
will need to prove W 1 estimates for the hole. This is because we do not necessarily have
an exhaustion for the annulus, but we are guaranteed to have an exhaustion for the hole.
In order to facilitate the study of the hole using results on the annulus, we will need a
standard extension result for Lipschitz domains. In Rn, a bounded Lipschitz domain D is
defined to be a domain with the property that bD can be covered by a finite open cover
tUjujPJ with the property that on each Uj there exist orthonormal coordinates tx1, . . . , xnu
and a Lipschitz function ψj : R
n´1 Ñ R with Lipschitz constant Mj such that
D X Uj “ tx P Uj : xn ą ψjpx1, . . . , xn´1qu.
Let tχjujPJ denote a partition of unity subordinate to tUjujPJ . The irregularity of a
Lipschitz domain can be estimated by the quantities
sup
jPJ
Mj and sup
jPJ
|∇χj |. (5.21)
Lemma 5.6. Let Ω1,Ω2 Ă Cn such that Ω2 Ă Ω1, and suppose that Ω2 has Lipschitz
boundary. Then there exists an operator E :W 1p,qpΩ2q ÑW 1p,qpΩ1q such that
(1) Ef |Ω2 “ f for any f P W 1p,qpΩ2q,
(2) Ef is compactly supported in Ω1, and
(3)
}Ef}W 1 ď EpΩ1,Ω2q }f}W 1 (5.22)
for any f P W 1p,qpΩ2q, where EpΩ1,Ω2q ą 0 is a constant depending only on the
two quantities in (5.21) and on distpbΩ1, bΩ2q.
The proof of this lemma can be found in [26, Section VI.3], which also proves that E
can be constructed to be continuous in W sp,q for all s ě 0 (although the resulting constant
also depends on the dimension n), or in [8, Section 5.4], which provides a fairly explicit
construction in the s “ 1 case that we will need. In particular, although the proof in [8]
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is only stated for C1 domains, we note that the boundary of a Lipschitz domain can be
locally straightened using a Lipschitz map, which will have uniformly bounded derivatives
almost everywhere, and this suffices for estimates in W 1.
Proof of Theorem 2.2: We first assume that the boundary of D is C2 and weakly q-convex.
Let Ω1 be a smooth, bounded, strictly pseudoconvex domain such that D Ă Ω1 and let
Ω “ Ω1zD. Let E :W 1p,qpDq ÑW 1p,qpΩ1q be the operator given by Lemma 5.6. Given f as
in the hypotheses of the Theorem, we set f˜ “ Ef . Since W 1p,qpΩ1q Ă dompBq, we may set
g “ Bf˜ . Note that g P L2p,q`1pΩ1q and g|D “ 0, so g|Ω P dompBmixq. When 2 ď q ` 1 ď n,
since we are assuming that Ω has a C2 boundary we may apply Theorem 5.3 to g and
obtain v P L2p,qpΩq X dompBmixq satisfying Bmixv “ g and
}v}L2pΩq ď CqpΩ,mixq }g}L2pΩq “ CqpΩ,mixq
›››Bf˜›››
L2pΩq
ď CqpΩ,mixq
›››f˜›››
W 1pΩq
. (5.23)
When q “ n (and hence g ” 0), we let v ” 0. We extend v to v˜ P Ω1 by setting v˜ equal
to zero on D. Since v˜ P dompBmixq, it follows that v˜ P dom B X L2p,qpΩ1q. Set h “ f˜ ´ v˜.
Then h P dompBq X L2p,qpΩ1q and
Bh “ Bf˜ ´ Bv˜ “ g ´ g “ 0
on Ω1. Let u˜ P L2p,q´1pΩ1q denote the canonical (i.e., L2-minimal) solution to Bu˜ “ h on
Ω1. Let u “ u˜|D. On D, we have
Bu “ h|D “ f˜ |D ´ v˜|D “ f ´ 0 “ f.
Furthermore, the interior regularity of the B-Neumann operator gives us
}u}W 1pDq ď KpΩ1,Dq }h}L2pΩ1q (5.24)
for some constant KpΩ1,Dq ą 0. We note that this is an actual estimate, not an a priori
estimate, and so we have u PW 1p,q´1pDq. Continuing to estimate this norm, we have
}u}W 1pDq ď KpΩ1,Dq
›››f˜ ´ v˜›››
L2pΩ1q
ď KpΩ1,Dq
ˆ›››f˜›››
L2pΩ1q
` }v˜}L2pΩ1q
˙
ď KpΩ1,Dq
ˆ›››f˜›››
W 1pΩ1q
` }v}L2pΩq
˙
.
Using (5.23), we have
}u}W 1pDq ď KpΩ1,Dq
ˆ›››f˜›››
W 1pΩ1q
` CpΩ,mixq
›››f˜›››
W 1pΩq
˙
ď KpΩ1,Dq p1` CqpΩ,mixqqEpΩ1,Dq }f}W 1pDq .
Hence, (2.2) follows with the constant
C ď KpΩ1,Dq p1` CpΩ,mixqqEpΩ1,Dq. (5.25)
Now, suppose the boundary of D is merely C1,1. By regularizing the q-subharmonic
function ´ logp´ρq`C|z|2 given by Definition 2.1, we may exhaust D by smooth, weakly
q-convex domains on which the C2-norm of the defining function for each signed distance
function is uniformly bounded (see [9] for details). Each constant in (5.25) is uniformly
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bounded with respect to this norm; in particular, the parameter B in (5.20) is uniformly
bounded with respect to the C2 norm, since η depends only on two derivatives of the
defining function. Hence, we obtain (2.2) on each domain in the exhaustion with uniform
bounds on the associated constant. Using a standard argument with weak limits, we
obtain a solution to Bu “ f on D satisfying (2.2).

5.5. Proof of Proposition 5.3. We imitate the proof of [23, Theorem 2.2]. Briefly, we
extend f to f˜ P L2p,qpΩ1q by setting f˜ “ 0 on Ω2. Since f P dompBmixq, Bf˜ “ 0 on Ω1. Let
v P L2p,q´1pΩ1q be the canonical solution to Bv “ f˜ on Ω1, as in Lemma 5.5. By interior
elliptic regularity, v P W 1p,q´1pΩ2q. Since Bv “ 0 on Ω2, we may use Theorem 2.2 on each
connected component of Ω2 to find w P W 1p,q´2pΩ2q such that Bw “ v on Ω2. We extend
w to w˜ P W 1p,q´2pΩ1q, and let u “ v ´ Bw˜. Then u P L2p,q´1pΩ1q, Bu “ f on Ω, and u “ 0
on Ω2, so u P dompBmixq.
5.6. Non-closed range for q “ 1 in annuli with mixed boundary conditions. We
note that the range of q in Proposition 5.3 is sharp, in the sense that closed range for Bmix
fails when q “ 1. In fact, we have the following:
Proposition 5.7. Let Ω be an annulus in Cn with n ě 1 in which the envelope is a
bounded pseudoconvex domain, and the hole is Lipschitz. Then for 0 ď p ď n the densely
defined operator
Bmix : L2p,0pΩq Ñ L2p,1pΩq
does not have closed range.
Remark 5.3. If the hole Ω2 is also pseudoconvex, one can further show that the range
of the operator Bmix is dense in the space kerpBq X L20,1pΩ2q of B-closed forms, using an
Oka-Weil type approximation theorem.
Proof. We use the idea of the proof of [23, Theorem 2.4]. Consider the cohomology vector
space defined by the Bmix operator:
H
p,1
mix
pΩq “ kerpBmixq X L
2
p,1pΩq
rangepBmixq X L2p,1pΩq
,
which can be given a natural quotient topology. This quotient topology is Hausdorff if
and only if the range of Bmix in L2p,1pΩq is closed. Therefore, to prove the result it suffices
to show that Hp,1
mix
pΩq is not Hausdorff.
As usual, let us denote the envelope by Ω1 and the hole by Ω2. Let
OL2ppΩ1q “ L2p,0pΩ1q X ker B
be the space of square integrable holomorphic p-forms on the envelope Ω1. For p “ 0 this
is just the Bergman space of Ω1.
Let OW 1p pΩ2q be the space
OW 1p pΩ2q “W 1p,0pΩ2q X ker B, (5.26)
consisting of holomorphic p-forms on the hole Ω2 with coefficients which belong to the
Sobolev space W 1pΩ2q. Notice that both OL2ppΩ1q and OW 1p pΩ2q are Hilbert spaces. We
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consider the following sequence of topological vector spaces and continuous linear maps
0Ñ OL2ppΩ1q RÝÑ OW 1p pΩ2q ℓÝÑ Hp,1mixpΩq Ñ 0, (5.27)
where R is the restriction map R : OL2ppΩ1q Ñ OW 1p pΩ2q given by f ÞÑ f |Ω2 , and the map
ℓ : OW 1p pΩ2q Ñ Hp,1mixpΩq is defined in the following way. Since Ω2 has Lipschitz boundary,
Lemma 5.6 will apply. Define ℓ by setting
ℓpfq “ “pBEfq|Ω‰ .
Then ℓ : OW 1p pΩ2q Ñ Hp,1mixpΩq is a continuous linear map between topological vector
spaces, where the quotient topology on Hp,1
mix
pΩq need not be Hausdorff. We claim that
the map ℓ is defined independently of the extension operator E. Indeed, if rf is any
extension of f as a function in W 1pΩ1q, and rγ “ ”pB rfq|Ωı P Hp,1mixpΩq, then ℓpfq ´ rγ “”
pBpEf ´ rfqq|Ωı “ ”B ´pEf ´ rfq|Ω¯ı “ 0, since pEf ´ rfq|Ω P dompBmixq.
We now claim that (5.27) is an exact sequence of topological vector spaces and continu-
ous linear map, and that the image of R in OW 1p pΩ2q is not closed. Then we have a linear
homeomorphism of topological vector spaces (see [4])
H
p,1
mix
pΩq – OW
1
p pΩ2q
RpOL2ppΩ1qq
.
Since the image of R is not closed, the quotient on the right hand side is not Hausdorff,
and therefore Hp,1
mix
pΩq is also not Hausdorff.
Since Ω1 is connected, it follows by the identity principle that R is injective, and there-
fore the sequence is exact at OL2ppΩ1q. We now show that R : OL2ppΩ1q Ñ OW 1p pΩ2q does
not have closed range. To see this first note that R is compact: by the Bergman inequality,
a sequence of functions uniformly bounded in OL2ppΩ1q has a uniform sup norm bound on
an open set D such that Ω2 Ť D Ă Ω1. Therefore, by Montel’s theorem, there is a subse-
quence converging in the C1 topology on Ω2 which means it converges also in W
1. Now if
R has closed range, then by the open mapping theorem, R is an open map from OL2ppΩ1q
onto OL2ppΩ1q|Ω2 . From the compactness of R, the unit ball of RpOL2ppΩ1qq Ă OW 1p pΩ2q
with respect to the W 1 norm is relatively compact, which implies that RpOL2ppΩ1qq is
finite dimensional. But since the holomorphic polynomials belong to RpOL2ppΩ1qq, this is
absurd, and R does not have closed range.
We now claim that kerpℓq “ RpOL2ppΩ1qq, which shows exactness at OW 1p pΩ2q. If
f P kerpℓq, there is an extension rf P W 1pΩ1q. By hypothesis, on Ω there is a u P
dompBmixq X L2pΩq such that B rf “ Bu on Ω. Let ru be the extension by 0 of u to Ω1, i.eru “ u on Ω and ru “ 0 in Ω1. Then the function F “ rf ´ ru is a holomorphic extension
of f to Ω1 and F P OL2ppΩ1q so that RpF q “ f . On the other hand, if f P RpOL2ppΩ1qq,
there is a F P OL2ppΩ1q so that RpF q “ f . Then ℓpfq “ rBF |Ωs “ 0. The claim follows.
To complete the proof, we now claim that ℓ is surjective, so that the sequence is exact
at Hp,1
mix
pΩq. Indeed, given a class γ P Hp,1
mix
pΩq represented by g P dompBmixq X L20,1pΩq
with Bg “ 0, we can extend g by 0 on Ω2 to obtain a rg P L2pp,1qpΩ1q such that Brg “ 0. Let
v be the canonical solution of Bv “ g, and let f “ v|Ω2 . Then clearly f P OW 1p pΩ2q, and
ℓpfq “ “pBEfq|Ω‰ “ “pBvq|Ω‰ “ γ.

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6. L2-estimates on annuli
In this section we give proofs of Theorems 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5. One of our main tools will
be duality arguments in the L2 setting (cf. [6]). For an annulus Ω, as usual we let Ω1
denote its envelope and Ω2 denote its hole.
6.1. Closed Range: Proof of Theorem 2.3. We will need the following easy fact (cf.
[6, Lemma 3]):
Lemma 6.1. On a domain D, for some p, q, the operator
B : L2p,q´1pDq Ñ L2p,qpDq
has closed range if and only if the strong minimal realization
Bc : L2n´p,n´qpDq Ñ L2n´p,n´q`1pDq
has closed range. Further, if these operators have closed range, the constants in both
closed range estimates are the same. More precisely: if C is a constant such that for each
u P dompBq X pker BqK X L2p,q´1pDq we have
}u}L2pDq ď C
››Bu››
L2pDq
, (6.1)
which is equivalent to closed range of B by [17, Theorem 1.1.1], then we also have for each
v P dom Bc X pker BcqK X L2n´p,n´qpΩq that
}v}L2pDq ď C
››Bcv››L2pDq , (6.2)
where the constants are the same in (6.1) and (6.2)
Proof. This is essentially [6, Lemma 3], which follows from the representation B˚ “ ´˚¨Bc¨˚,
along with [17, Theorem 1.1.1], which states that the range an operator is closed if and only
of the range of its adjoint is closed, and the best constants in the estimates corresponding
to the closed range (i.e. (6.1) and (6.2) here) are the same. 
Lemma 6.2. Let D Ť Cn be a bounded weakly q-convex domain, where 1 ď q ď n and let
δ “ supz,z1PD |z ´ z1| be the diameter of D. Let 0 ď p ď n. Then the minimal realization
Bc : L2p,n´qpDq Ñ L2p,n´q`1pDq
has closed range, and consequently the cohomology with minimal realization Hp,n´q`1
c,L2
pDq
is Hausdorff. Further, the constant in the closed range estimate is the same as in (5.5),
i.e., whenever f P rangepBcq X L2p,n´q`1pDq, there is a solution v P dompBcq X L2p,n´qpDq
of Bcv “ f such that
}v}L2pDq ď
c
e
q
¨ δ ¨ }f}L2pDq . (6.3)
Further, the coefficients of the solution v lie locally in the Sobolev space W 1, and for each
relatively compact open subset D2 Ť D there is a constant KpD,D2q such that
}v}W 1pD2q ď KpD,D2q ¨ }u}L2pDq . (6.4)
Proof. This is a generalization of [7, Theorem 9.1.2] and the proof is the same. In fact, we
can take v “ ´ ‹Nn´p,qB‹, where Nn´p,q is the B-Neumann operator in degree pn ´ p, qq
which is easily seen to exist on the q-convex domain D. Then (6.3) follows, and the
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constant follows from Lemma 6.1 above. Finally, (6.4) follows from the interior regularity
of the B-Neumann operator (see [7]). 
Proof of Theorem 2.3. By Lemma 6.1, it suffices to prove that for every u P L2n´p,n´qpΩqX
dom BΩc X pker BΩc qK, we have
}u}L2pΩq ď CqpΩ, L2q
›››BΩc u›››
L2pΩq
. (6.5)
Let u P L2n´p,n´qpΩq X dom BΩc X pker BΩc qK, and define f P L2n´p,n´q`1pΩ1q by setting
f “ BΩc u on Ω and f “ 0 on Ω2. By Lemma 5.1, f P range BΩ1c , since we may also
extend u to be zero on Ω2. Therefore, by Lemma 6.2 above there is another solution
v P L2n´p,n´qpΩ1qX dompBΩ1c q of the equation BΩ1c v “ f such that we have properties (6.3)
and (6.4), i.e.,
}v}L2pΩ1q ď
d
eδ2
q
}f}L2pΩ1q ,
and
}v}W 1pΩ2q ď KpΩ1,Ω2q }f}L2pΩ1q .
On Ω2, we have Bv “ 0. We know that n´ 1 ě n´ q ě 1, so we can apply Theorem 2.2 to
each connected component of Ω2 and see that there exists g P W 1n´p,n´q´1pΩ2q such that
Bg “ v on Ω2 and
}g}W 1pΩ2q ď C }v}W 1pΩ2q .
Define g˜ PW 1n´p,n´q´1pΩ1q by setting g˜ “ Eg, where E is given by Lemma 5.6. Hence
}g˜}W 1pΩ1q ď EpΩ1,Ω2q }g}W 1pΩ2q .
Then g˜ P dom BΩ1c and BΩ1c g˜|Ω2 “ v. Hence, v ´ BΩ1c g˜ P dom BΩc and BΩc pv ´ BΩ1c g˜q “ f |Ω.
Since u is the L2 minimal solution to BΩc u “ f |Ω, we must have
}u}L2pΩq ď
›››v ´ BΩ1c g˜›››
L2pΩq
ď }v}L2pΩq ` }g˜}W 1pΩq
ď }v}L2pΩq ` EpΩ1,Ω2q }g}W 1pΩ2q
ď }v}L2pΩq ` EpΩ1,Ω2qCn´q´1pΩ2,W 1q }v˜}W 1pΩ2q
“ }v}L2pΩq ` EpΩ1,Ω2qCn´q´1pΩ2,W 1q }v}W 1pΩ2q
ď
ˆc
e
q
¨ δ ` EpΩ1,Ω2qCn´q´1pΩ2,W 1qKpΩ1,Ω2q
˙ ›››BΩc u›››
L2pΩq
,
from which (6.5) follows, where
CqpΩ, L2q “
c
e
q
¨ δ ` EpΩ1,Ω2qCn´q´1pΩ2,W 1qKpΩ1,Ω2q. (6.6)

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6.2. Vanishing of Cohomology: Proof of Theorem 2.4. We begin with an adapta-
tion of Lemma 6.2 to the degree in which we obtain a solution operator for Bc:
Lemma 6.3. Let D Ť Cn be a bounded weakly q-convex domain, where 1 ď q ď n
and let δ “ supz,z1PD |z ´ z1| be the diameter of D. Let 0 ď p ď n. Then whenever f P
L2n´p,n´qpDqXdom BDc satisfies BDc f “ 0, there is a solution v P dompBDc qXL2n´p,n´q´1pDq
of BDc v “ f such that
}v}L2pDq ď
c
e
q
¨ δ ¨ }f}L2pDq . (6.7)
Further, the coefficients of the solution v lie locally in the Sobolev space W 1, and for each
relatively compact open subset D2 Ť D there is a constant KpD,D2q such that
}v}W 1pD2q ď KpD,D2q ¨ }u}L2pDq . (6.8)
Proof. This is a generalization of [7, Theorem 9.1.2] and the proof is the same. In fact, we
can take v “ ´‹ BNp,q‹, where Np,q is the B-Neumann operator in degree pn´ p, qq which
is easily seen to exist on the q-convex domain D. Then (6.3) follows, and the constant
follows from Lemma 6.1 above. Finally, (6.4) follows from the interior regularity of the
B-Neumann operator (see [7]). 
We next prove a solvability result for Bc on the annulus. We will state this using the
language of cohomology, so we define
H
p,q
c,L2
pDq “ ker B
D
c : L
2
p,qpDq Ñ L2p,q`1pDq
range BDc : L2p,q´1pDq Ñ L2p,qpDq
Proposition 6.4. Let Ω be an annulus in Cn, n ě 2, such that for some 0 ď q ď n ´ 2
the envelope is weakly pq ` 1q-convex and the hole is weakly pn ´ q ´ 1q-convex. Then
H
n´p,n´q
c,L2
pΩq “ 0.
Proof. Let f P L2n´p,n´qpΩq X dom BΩc satisfy BΩc f “ 0. Since f P dom BΩc , we may extend
f to f˜ P L2n´p,n´qpΩq X dom BΩ1c by setting f˜ “ f on Ω and f˜ “ 0 on Ω2. By Lemma 5.1,
f P dom BΩ1c . We may use Lemma 6.3 to find v P L2n´p,n´q´1pΩ1q X dompB
Ω1
c q solving the
equation BΩ1c v “ f˜ such that we have properties (6.7) and (6.8), i.e.,
}v}L2pΩ1q ď
d
eδ2
q
}f}L2pΩ1q ,
and
}v}W 1pΩ2q ď KpΩ1,Ω2q }f}L2pΩ1q .
On Ω2, we have Bv “ 0. We know that n ´ 1 ě n´ q ´ 1 ě 1, so we can apply Theorem
2.2 to each connected component of Ω2 and see that there exists g PW 1n´p,n´q´2pΩ2q such
that Bg “ v on Ω2 and
}g}W 1pΩ2q ď C }v}W 1pΩ2q .
Define g˜ PW 1n´p,n´q´2pΩ1q by setting g˜ “ Eg, where E is given by Lemma 5.6. Hence
}g˜}W 1pΩ1q ď EpΩ1,Ω2q }g}W 1pΩ2q .
Then g˜ P dom BΩ1c and BΩ1c g˜|Ω2 “ v. Hence, v ´ BΩ1c g˜ P dom BΩc and BΩc pv ´ BΩ1c g˜q “ f . 
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To conclude the proof of Theorem 2.4, we will need the L2-Serre duality from [6]:
Theorem 6.1 (Chakrabarti-Shaw). Let D Ă Cn be a domain. The following are equiva-
lent:
(1) The operators B : L2p,q´1pDq Ñ L2p,qpDq and B : L2p,qpDq Ñ L2p,q`1pDq have closed
range.
(2) The map ‹ : L2p,qpDq Ñ L2n´p,n´qpDq induces a conjugate-linear isomorphism of
H
p,q
L2
pDq with Hn´p,n´q
c,L2
pDq.
Proof of Theorem 2.4: According to Theorem 6.1, we can prove Hp,q
L2
pΩq “ 0 if we can
show B has closed range in L2p,qpΩq and L2p,q`1pΩq, and Hn´p,n´qc,L2 pΩq “ 0.
We note that weak q-convexity percolates up, so that weakly q-convex domains are also
weakly pq`1q-convex, and weakly pn´q´1q-convex domains are also weakly pn´qq convex.
Therefore, Theorem 2.3 guarantees that B has closed range in L2p,qpΩq and L2p,q`1pΩq. Since
Proposition 6.4 guarantees that Hn´p,n´q
c,L2
pΩq “ 0, we are done. 
6.3. Infinite dimensional B-Cohomology: Proof of Theorem 2.5. We begin with
the following dual statement, which is of interest in its own right:
Proposition 6.5. For n ě 2, let Ω1 Ă Cn be a bounded weakly pn ´ 1q-convex domain
and Ω2 a relatively compact open subset of Ω1 with Lipschitz boundary. Let Ω “ Ω1zΩ2.
Then there is a natural isomorphism (i.e., a linear homeomorphism of topological vector
spaces) of the space
OW 1p pΩ2q “W 1p,0pΩ2q X tker Bu
of holomorphic p-forms on Ω2 with coefficients in the Sobolev space W
1pΩ2q with the
cohomology space of the annulus with minimal realization
H
p,1
c,L2
pΩq :“ pL2p,1pΩq X ker BΩc q{prange BΩc q.
Consequently, the space Hp,1
c,L2
pΩq is Hausdorff and infinite dimensional.
Proof. Define a map
ℓ : OW 1p pΩ2q Ñ Hp,1c,L2pΩq
in the following way. Let E be given by Lemma 5.6, and define, for f P OW 1p pΩ2q
ℓpfq “ “pBEfq|Ω‰ P Hp,1c,L2pΩq,
which is easily checked to be defined independently of the choice of the extension operator:
in fact we could have taken any extension of f to a form in W 1p,0pΩ1q to define ℓ.
We claim that this map ℓ is a linear homeomorphism of topological vector spaces where
OW 1p pΩ2q is given its natural norm topology as a closed subspace of the space W 1pp,0qpΩ2q
of pp, 0q-forms on Ω2 with coefficients in the Sobolev space W 1pΩ2q on hole, and the
cohomology space with minimal realization Hp,1
c,L2
pΩq on the annulus is given its natural
quotient topology. Notice that at this point we do not know whether Hp,1
c,L2
pΩq is Hausdorff
or not.
We see from the definition that ℓ is a continuous linear map between (possibly non-
Hausdorff) topological vector spaces. We will show that ℓ is a set theoretic bijection, and
its inverse map is continuous, which will prove our claim.
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To see that ℓ is injective, let f P ker ℓ so that there is a u P dompBΩc qXL2p,0pΩq such that
BΩc u “ BEf . Let g “ Ef ´ u on Ω, which is therefore in L2p,0pΩq. Since Bg “ 0, it follows
that g is a holomorphic p-form on Ω, and therefore, by Hartogs phenomenon, extends to
a holomorphic p-form rg on the envelope Ω1 of the annulus. On Ω, we can therefore write
u “ Ef ´ rg|Ω.
Now by construction, Ef has compact support in Ω1, which means that in a neighborhood
of the outer boundary bΩ1 of the annulus, we have u “ ´rg. But since u P dompBΩc q, it
follows that rg P dompBΩ1c q X L2p,0pΩ1q. Therefore if we extend rg by 0 outside Ω1 by zero,
then for the extended form we have Brg “ 0 on Cn, which means that the extended form
is a holomorphic form on Cn with compact support. So rg ” 0, so that u “ Ef on the
annulus Ω and the extended function Ef |Ω P dompBΩc q. Let rf be the function on Ω1
obtained by extending Ef |Ω by zero on Ω2. Then rf P dompBΩ1c q. Therefore Ef ´ rf is also
in dompBΩ1c q. Now on Ω2 this function Ef ´ rf coincides with f and on Ω it vanishes, and
it is holomorphic since BpEf ´ rfq “ 0. It follows now that f ” 0, so the map ℓ is injective.
To show that ℓ is a surjective, let rgs P Hp,1
c,L2
pΩq be a cohomology class, where g P
dompBΩc q X L2p,1pΩq with Bg “ 0. Extending by 0 on Ω2 , we obtain a form rg on Ω1 which
clearly belongs to dompBΩ1c q XL2p,1pΩ1q, and in fact, B
Ω1
c rg “ 0. By Lemma 5.5, since Ω1 is
pn´ 1q-convex, there is a u P dompBΩ1c q X L2p,0pΩ1q such that Bu “ rg. Let f “ u|Ω2 . Then
clearly f P OW 1p pΩ2q, and ℓpfq “ rBus “ rgs.
Therefore, the map ℓ is a continuous bijection, and ℓ´1 is given by ℓ´1prgsq “ u|Ω2 ,
which is easily seen to be a continuous map. Therefore ℓ is a linear homeomorphism of
topological vector spaces, in fact an invertible linear map between Hilbert spaces. 
Proof of Theorem 2.5. Thanks to Theorem 2.4 with q “ n ´ 1, since the envelope is
assumed to be pn´ 1q-convex and the hole to be pseudoconvex, the B-operator
B : L2p,n´2pΩq Ñ L2p,n´1pΩq,
has closed range. Also, as in any domain, B : L2p,n´1pΩq Ñ L2p,npΩq has closed range. Then
we can apply Theorem 6.1 to conclude that the map
‹ : Hp,n´1
L2
pΩq Ñ Hn´p,1
c,L2
pΩq,
is a conjugate linear isomorphism. By Proposition 6.5 above, the target is infinite dimen-
sional and Hausdorff, and therefore the same is true for Hp,n´1
L2
pΩq, as needed.

Using the definitions of the Hodge-star operator and that of the map ℓ of Proposition 6.5,
Theorem 2.5 can be restated in the following more precise form:
Corollary 6.6. Let Ω “ Ω1zΩ2 be an annulus in Cn, n ě 3, where the envelope Ω1
is weakly pn ´ 1q-convex and the hole Ω2 has C1,1-boundary and is pseudoconvex. The
bilinear pairing
H
p,n´1
L2
pΩq ˆOW 1n´ppΩ2q Ñ C
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given for g P L2p,n´1pΩq X kerpBq and f P OW 1n´ppΩ2q by
rgs, f ÞÑ
ż
Ω
g ^ pBEfq (6.9)
identifies the dual of Hp,n´1
L2
pΩq with OW 1n´ppΩ2q, where E is the extension operator in
Lemma 5.6.
The fact that there is a duality between the cohomology Hp,n´1
L2
pΩq of the annulus
and the space OW 1n´ppΩ2q of holomorphic pn ´ pq-forms on the hole with Sobolev W 1
coefficients was first observed in the case when Ω2 has C
8-smooth boundary, and Ω1 is
pseudoconvex by Shaw [25, Theorem 3.3]. The pairing (6.9) in Corollary 6.6 is identical
to the boundary pairing used in [25], sinceż
Ω
g ^ BEf “
ż
Ω
dpg ^Efq “ ´
ż
bΩ2
g ^ f,
where we have used the fact that Ef has compact support in Ω1, and the negative sign
results from the orientation of bΩ2 as the boundary of Ω2, rather than a part of the
boundary of Ω.
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